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I. Introduction

CURRENTLY, the treatment of information poses major challenges 
not only because of the amount of information which needs to 

be handled but also because of the variety of formats in which it is 
presented. In this sense, recent studies conducted on the design and 
implementation of digital repositories indicate that a large majority 
include knowledge classification schemes [1], based on instruments 
such as ontologies and thesauri. The inclusion of these instruments 
allows experts to perform management and organization activities 
of thousands of digital resources. However, for their design and 
implementation with the aim of using them in a learning process, there 
are several considerations that should be taken into account and which 
are associated with: i) redundant information [2], ii) terminological use 
[3], iii) use of knowledge representation schemes [4, 5], and iv) lack of 
understanding shown by users to know how to use the representation 
scheme [6, 7].

To some extent, the difficulties faced by some knowledge 
representation schemes are factors which may limit their inclusion in 
the development of search interfaces in digital repositories. However, 
information visualization plays an important role in facilitating the 
use of such classification instruments [8]. Currently, information 
visualization is considered as one of the fastest growing strategies 
given in various knowledge areas in recent years. This is reflected 
in the communicability it offers to understand complex information 

that usually occurs without a classification and without any specific 
format. Therefore, on the front of design and development of digital 
repositories, they are presented as alternatives for gaining access to a 
collection of digital resources. Such initiatives have favoured the use 
of these tools and at the same time have become one of the most widely 
accepted alternatives to perform search processes on digital resources. 
However, the high consumption of resources which are necessary for 
their analysis, design and implementation to carry out their application 
in these types of fields make them to be undervalued. 

The following article aims to present a number of factors and 
considerations for the development of search methods based on open 
digital repositories SKOS. Currently, within processes of search and 
navigation resources, the use of SKOS is very limited. However, there 
are several factors which can be carried out so as to give access to 
learning objects on the basis of knowledge areas. In order to do this, 
the following article is divided as follows: Section II provides a brief 
description of some of the most relevant visualization techniques. 
Subsequently, section III identifies the benefits, implications and 
limitations encountered in the use of visualization information. Section 
IV presents the study methodology. Section V shows an analysis 
of variables and evaluation criteria associated with visualization 
techniques, knowledge representation schemes and digital repositories 
to facilitate both the classification and visualization of specific themes. 
Finally, results of a case study are presented, applying these solutions to 
highlight critical success factors that these strategies offer to facilitate 
access to a collection of digital resources in repositories. 
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Abstract

Repositories are important infrastructures which allow the dissemination of large collections of digital resources 
hosted in museums, libraries, academic institutions or specialized documentation centers. However, there 
are nowadays several limitations associated with irrelevant search results based on a knowledge area. Some 
studies have highlighted the major role of information visualization strategies based on Simple Knowledge 
Organization Systems (SKOS) so as to mitigate such difficulties. The main goal of this article is to present 
recommendations using information visualization based on SKOS for the development of navigational search 
interfaces in digital repositories focused on learning process. We use card sorting as methodology in order to 
obtain qualitative results in our study. As preliminary results we found that taxonomies in visual search engines 
improve the access to large collections of digital resources based on SKOS, but it depends on the design of 
taxonomy concepts defined in digital repositories.   Finally, it is recommended that the creators of repositories 
focus their efforts on define levels of relationship and partnership between digital resources using knowledge 
representation structures like thesauri or ontologies; work with usable visualization interfaces like tree, radial or 
icicle; and link relevant metadata fields with the navigation structure. 
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II. Theoretical Framework and Related Studies

In this section, the importance of information in search processes 
and access to digital resources is stressed. To do this, the importance of 
visualization of information on the development of search interfaces is 
first presented, followed by studies related to assessment criteria and 
associated with the area of usability studies. Finally, the first works on 
visualization information related to the field of digital repositories are 
mentioned.

A. Works Associated with Digital Repositories
In order to facilitate management and administration processes, 

learning objects are grouped and stored in digital repositories. 
Within these repositories, two types can be identified: i) Repositories 
containing learning objects and their metadata [9] -learning objects and 
their descriptors are within the same system [10]-, and ii) Repositories 
containing only metadata [11] -they contain only descriptors and the 
access to the object is made through a reference to its physical location 
found in another system or object repository.

Considering the aforementioned, a search for learning objects in 
any of these repositories could provide a long list of results. Therefore, 
if indicators to evaluate the quality of recorded information are not 
defined, the search process of learning objects may be an activity 
which requires a great deal of wasted time and effort by the user [12].

The use of digital repositories is centred on performing storage-
related educational materials in order to optimize their administration, 
management and search processes. However, the large volume of 
digital resources has generated a number of limitations, specifically 
those related to the use of repositories for gaining access to relevant 
instructional materials [8]. Such deficiencies have favoured the 
development and use of different alternatives associated with the 
implementation of enriched languages and knowledge representation 
schemes to execute classification activities, categorization and content 
management. The implementation of these strategies has generated 
the combination of a solid technological structure which is linked to a 
series of strategies of semantic enrichment from the use of knowledge 
representation schemes. To some extent, these solutions facilitate 
administration and management activities created by developers and 
repository creators [13]. However, for a conventional user (student and 
/ or teachers), the use of such educational repositories is not an easy 
task, since they lack access strategies and mechanisms of conventional 
searches (textual, Boolean) working from the use of their interfaces 
[14]. This is a key factor which may make the learning process difficult, 
and therefore may generate a progressive abandonment of such tools.

B. Works Associated with Search Interfaces
In addition to language and knowledge representation schemes, 

repositories also provide alternative access to perform a search process 
by using visual interfaces, although some of these do not have them to 
facilitate such processes. Moreover, previous research has found that 
some search interfaces do not conform to the users’ needs altogether 
[15]. Oftentimes, results displayed are not relevant according to 
search criteria defined by users [16]. Navigation problems have been 
identified when users want to check previously viewed records [17]. 
Authors like [18] found a series of problems related to interface design 
of an institutional repository in Korea. The study showed that subjects 
of interest were not sufficiently visible because navigation menus were 
too small and dark. 

Other studies have revealed limitations to combine navigation 
strategies and search methods [19], in which interfaces do not allow 
to display (at first glance) the deployment of available materials in a 
repository from a specific knowledge area [20, 21]. Such limitation is 
an influential factor for a user to continue using these tools, since it 

is difficult to determine whether it is worth continuing the process of 
exploring materials in the repository or whether it is better to rely on 
other external search strategies.

C. Works Associated with Search Processes
With regard to search activities, some results of related studies on 

the basis of usability criteria are highlighted. Authors like [18] found 
a number of limitations associated with the use of search interfaces 
and deployment strategies of digital resources. The authors propose a 
list of suggestions and recommendations related to the improvement in 
the definition of criteria and the distribution of results on the screen. 
Finally, some of the results obtained from recent studies associated 
with the use of interfaces in academic repositories are mentioned. For 
example, in [22] authors identified deficiencies in the user interfaces 
related to utility, learning and knowledge of the classification scheme. 
In [8] authors claim that poor definition of a knowledge representation 
scheme, specifically associated with taxonomies and keyphrases 
[23], is one of the factors which hinders the process of finding 
digital resources using interfaces based on visualization techniques. 
In addition to this, there are also some other factors which impede 
navigation on knowledge representation structures for locating digital 
resources. In terms of efficiency, results of these studies show that, 
under certain conditions, search interfaces lead to an under-utilisation 
of information, in cases where results of search processes of digital 
resources associated with other subjects or knowledge areas are not 
relevant. Such results may often be related to a poor definition of 
metadata, thus losing all semantic ability to make enriched searches 
based on themes or some specific knowledge area [22, 24]. 

III. Methodology and Applied Model for Analysis

Considering these results, it is therefore necessary to design a work 
scheme outlining a series of activities linked to the identification 
of evaluation criteria for the analysis of search interfaces based on 
visualization techniques. Fig. 1 summarizes the work path which led to 
the development of this study. 

In order to do this, the evaluation was performed throw a 
questionnaire, and made by five developers in the use of visualization 
tools. The purpose of the questionnaire was to identify qualitative 
aspects for the development of visual search interfaces based on 
3 aspects: i) technical aspects of each library, ii) aspects of data 
integration of each library and finally, iii) visual aspects of each library. 
For the technical aspects, elements related to the characteristics of each 
library were considered such as ease of use, flexibility, scalability, 
performance, among others. Regarding data integration, its operation 
was considered from a predefined dataset for its deployment in each 
library, learning curve for data integration, navigation, hierarchical 
structure. Finally, some visual aspects associated with aesthetics, ease 
of navigation, among others, were considered. 

Fig. 1. Work scheme source: proprietary development.
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Such phases were considered with the aim to define a navigation 
map for the selection of criteria and factors which may have a 
significant influence on the development of visualization strategies 
applied to search interfaces in digital repositories. Considering this, 
each activity is presented below, as well as the assessment results 
shown in section IV and the definition of implications in section 
V respectively. In consequence the methodology is described 
as: 1) Analysis of knowledge representation schemes: At this 
stage, instruments associated with the most common knowledge 
representation schemes applied to digital repositories are identified. In 
addition to this, evaluation criteria for subsequent selection are defined. 
2) Analysis of visualization techniques: For this phase, it is essential 
to define visualization techniques that facilitate exploration based 
on a knowledge representation scheme within a digital repository. 
Similarly, a study to determine the associated criteria for the selection 
of visualization techniques is conducted. 3) Analysis of libraries and 
graphical components: At this stage, the analysis of libraries and 
graphical components is carried out in order to select those that are 
most effective and which can lead towards the development of search 
interfaces based on visualization techniques, and finally 4) Analysis of 
search criteria on interfaces: A selection of factors associated with the 
design of search interfaces from the point of view of usability is made. 
Besides this, the principles related to the area of Human-Computer 
Interaction (HCI) are established.

IV. Results of Evaluation Criteria

This section presents an analysis of the factors which have a 
direct influence on the development of search interfaces based on 
visualization techniques. A number of analyses based on a study [25, 
26] are made in order to identify selection criteria. 

A. Analysis of Knowledge Representation Scheme
In the field of digital repositories, a knowledge representation 

scheme is defined as the different ways in which data can be structured 
and represented. This is done with the aim to facilitate classification 
processes, organization and association of concepts, based on a domain 
knowledge or a previously defined subject area.

Each knowledge representation technique requires a notation, which 
determines aspects of the subject area, levels of relationships, links 
and forms of association, among others. A knowledge representation 
scheme should be consistent and realistic to represent a subject area 
and its relationships in order to be effective in a learning environment 
[27]. This may either increase or decrease the user knowledge, among 
other things. Authors like [28], classifies these knowledge organization 
strategies in five different principles: 1) Elimination of ambiguities, 
related to the way a representation scheme facilitates the location 
of a term or concept without duplicating it. 2) Synonym control, 
referring to the monitoring performed by the structure to distinguish 
and / or associate multiple terms conceptually related. 3) Hierarchical 
relationships, which are related to the structure ability to determine 
the relationship level of two terms according to their meaning. 4) 
Associative relationships, which mean the structure ability to indicate 
the relationship of terms coming together to represent concepts 
associated with ideas. 5) Presentation of properties related to the 
knowledge representation instrument and its ability to associate levels 
of semantic representation from the use of metadata.

Considering the differences and features of the knowledge 
representation schemes analysed by [29], as well as the approaches 
raised by [28] on knowledge representation schemes, Table I shows 
some of the most representative features provided by each of these 
knowledge representation schemes and which are focused on the 
development of digital repositories.

TABLE I. Features Of Knowledge Representation Instruments

According to previous studies made by [30, 8], in the design of 
digital repositories, the most common instruments used to represent 
knowledge are: taxonomies, ontologies, thesauri, graphs, mind maps, 
among others.

Fig. 2 shows a study of the first three instruments, as they are the 
most common knowledge representation schemes for the design of 
digital repositories. The vertical axis shows the factors which have 
been defined for executing the verification process in three different 
instruments of knowledge representation. The first five factors are 
related to management criteria and information classification, selected 
from studies made by [24]. The following three factors are associated 
with usability criteria, whereas the last two make emphasis on search 
criteria and ease of implementation within a digital repository.

Fig. 2.  Evaluation criteria for selection of knowledge representation scheme.

B. Analysis of Visualization Techniques
Fig. 3 shows summarised results of an evaluation administered for 

the selection of visualization techniques to facilitate the development 
of interface processes of visual search on digital repositories. The 
evaluation process executed at each interface was performed according 
to usability results obtained during the studies and the experience 
gained in the implementation and development of two projects: 
Organic.Edunet [31], and VOA3R/AGRIS [32].

From the assessment made in Fig. 3 by developers using the 
questionnaire defined, and according to evaluation criteria identified, 
the following interfaces can be identified as the most appropriate for 
implementation: 

1. Specific features of each visualization technique: The interfaces 
which had better valuation according to aesthetic properties and 
classification methods of each of the hierarchies defined in a 
knowledge representation scheme were tree and radial. 
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2. Development Features: In this category, the tree interfaces icicle 
and radial-search can be found as the most appropriate for the 
deployment of hierarchical structures, management of enriched 
vocabulary as well as hierarchy and association relationships. 
Similarly, they can be found for the integration of search methods 
specifically oriented to thematic coverage from a subject or area 
of knowledge.

3. Use features: For this category, the interfaces tree, icicle and 
radial-search are found as the most suitable to facilitate navigation 
and implementation processes from a previously established 
knowledge representation scheme.

C. Analysis of Libraries and Graphic Components
The development of applications based on information visualization 

requires components which can facilitate their use, adaptation and 
support throughout a project lifetime. There is a long list of projects on 
the Internet that can actually smooth implementation of visualization 
techniques from a number of function libraries and APIs, Open-Source-
type. Some of them consist of computational functions which use 
diagramming strategies such as the (SVG) Scalable Vector (based on 
forms). This type of diagramming offers superb capabilities to support 
graphics applications on most Internet browsers and the development of 
interactive applications without the need for specialized technologies.

Other similar technologies offer support capabilities to display code 
on any browser compatible with HTML5 features (“w3c.github.io,”) 
combining canvas-type labels (based on pixels). This type of technology 

improves -to some extent- the user experience as it omits the installation 
of plugins or add-ons, since most browsers provide graphics natively, 
making hardware graphics acceleration easier [33]. Thus, for any vector 
graphics based on these technologies and depending on the activity 
performed, the developer should make greater efforts. Fig. 4 presents 
a valuation related to their performance, for the purpose of determining 
selection criteria according to the needs required for implementation. 
For example, the most promising graphic component to made data 
integration with repositories in visual search interfaces based on the 
experience of Oraganic.Edunet project [31] was D3js.

D. Analysis of Search Criteria
Finally, it is important the definition of search criteria based on 

metadata defined by digital resources to perform the implementation of 
visualization techniques. Search criteria based on metadata have been 
considered in several studies in the field of digital libraries [25]. For 
example, in the Europeana digital library [36], some search criteria are 
defined such as: subject, language, content provider, digital resource 
format (image, video, audio, etc.). In the MERLOT digital repository 
[37] the following are defined: knowledge area, title, author, type of 
digital resource, date of update and evaluation of the digital resource. 
Such strategies facilitate search processes of digital resources [38, 39, 
40, 41].

A digital resource itself lacks features that may facilitate its 
access, use and subsequent reuse. Therefore, for a digital resource 
to be considered a learning object, it must have at least some of the 
following characteristics: i) educational and instructional design for 

Fig. 3.  Evaluation criteria for the selection of visualization techniques.

Fig. 4. Evaluation criteria for selection of visualization library.
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its creation [42]; ii) educational components for its use [43]; iii) a set 
of descriptions called metadata which help to achieve some degree of 
interoperability, accessibility and reusability between different systems 
[44, 45].

Metadata is data whose purpose is to provide a description of a 
learning object. In education, it facilitates the construction of a digital 
resource and determines the most suitable elements for specific 
learning needs. In the area of learning objects, the use of metadata 
is widely accepted as a means to increase its quality and reusability 
[46]. Therefore, metadata is used to describe learning objects in order 
to simplify information search and retrieval processes. In addition to 
this, metadata also becomes essential for obtaining appropriate search 
results and meeting the needs of users [22].

V. Implications for Developing Interfaces Based on 
Visual Search Methods

This section presents the challenges that information visualization 
faces for its implementation taking place in interfaces and as search 
methods on digital repositories which facilitate access to learning 
objects. These will be addressed by areas of interest in order to identify 
elements that allow reaching decisions when using this type of strategy.

A. Issues with Regard to Information Visualization in Digital 
Repositories

The effectiveness that information visualization may have in the 
field of digital repositories is something unquestionable. However, 
there are also a number of challenges concerning the application 
of solutions and / or the implementation of alternatives. That said, 
a list of challenges facing the implementation of such strategies on 
digital repositories is presented below. Firstly, development time 
and adaptation to visualization techniques taking into account the 
digital resources features within the repository: This implies doing 
the planning under certain frequency –and depending on the versions 
given in the development process- for the approach of usability testing 
which can facilitate interface growth and adaptation according to the 
most suitable access criteria for development. 

Another challenge is learning curve acquired by the development 
team to perform the implementation of visualization techniques: It is 
important that the development group carrying out such solutions have 
basic knowledge for the management of structures and components that 
are part of the Vector Graphics Scalable (SVG) library functions, or 
Canvas APIs graphics (based on pixels) supported by HTML5 (“w3c.
github.io,” ), as the case may be. These are technologies which support 
the use of radial, hyperbolic, tree, in categories and other structures in 
general to manage on-screen graphics resources.

B. Implications Associated with Knowledge Representation 
Schemes

A knowledge representation scheme may have many implications 
within a classification process and management of digital resources. In 
addition to this and in the same manner, it can have a significant influence 
in search processes which are defined through the use of visualization 
techniques within a digital repository. In order to reduce this gap, it 
is important to identify the most frequent problems when using such 
representation strategies. The most relevant difficulties associated with 
the use are presented below: 1) Interface limitation to visualize and 
deploy the knowledge representation scheme based on thesauri [47]; 2) 
Confusion in the use of thesauri for search processes based on preferred 
and non-preferred terms [5]; 3) Terminological problems in search 
processes [3] is another aspect that is often attributed to the difficulties 
faced by both creators and users of a digital repository defined from 
a thesaurus; 4) Difficulties in having access to digital resources from 

the use of ontologies with multiple terminological definitions [6, 7]; 5) 
Errors associated with the meaning of taxonomy within an ontology 
[2, 4]; 6) Errors related to the definition of an ontology, associated with 
inconsistency, and information redundancy [2].

All the aforementioned problems highlight the serious limitations 
of knowledge representation schemes, thesauri and ontologies, when 
providing access to digital resources, especially for end users who want 
to reuse such resources.

C. Limitations Associated with Interface Design
It is clear that information visualization cannot encompass a 

comprehensive and effective solution within a search process. 
However, its inclusion could facilitate access by implementing different 
techniques and search strategies. In this regard, the deployment of 
digital resources should be considered a part of the solutions that a 
creator of digital repositories needs to consider in order to facilitate 
basic elements of usability. To this end, it is important to make emphasis 
on the following principles from the point of view of the interface: a) 
The number of digital resources deployed in each consultation process 
must be shown clearly and in a visible area; b) It must have a paging 
mechanism to facilitate navigation as well as an instrument to set 
the number of actual pages that each query displays; c) The number 
of digital resources deployed per page must be clearly displayed 
considering the method of paging implemented; d) Each digital resource 
deployed by a list page should contain relevant information associated 
with the title, description, content provider, the digital resource 
connection with similar resources in the same area of knowledge and 
the best preview of digital resource (image, video); f) It is important 
to add the deployment of results by implementing mechanisms for 
evaluating digital resources, according to the profile that best suits the 
characteristics of the digital repository through evaluation: experts, 
registered users, professionals, students, etc.; g) It is necessary to 
classify the access to digital resources according to the characteristics 
of use of the digital resource (secondary education, higher education, 
ongoing education, vocational training, and university), the users’ 
profiles (teachers, students and professionals), the formats of digital 
resource (image, video, rtf document, presentation, slides, etc.), and 
the digital resource language (English, Spanish, etc.). 

Finally, two recent studies, which indicate how visualization 
techniques can be useful and effective for the access to collections 
of digital resources, are compared [8]. In addition to this, problems 
of usability associated with the use of search interfaces from factors 
related to the usefulness, ease of learning and knowledge of users on 
two academic repositories are presented (Organic.Edunet and VOA3R) 
[19]. These papers explore the fundamental reasons for problems 
related to usability at the light of the results of several usability studies 
carried out in the context of the European projects “Organic.Lingua” 
(www.organic-lingua.eu) and “VOA3R” (www.voa3r.eu), where two 
different digital repositories are being developed.  

D. Limitations Associated with the Quality of Metadata
The creation of a metadata is an activity that is performed manually 

(one person) or automatically (a computer). This has generated a 
number of inconsistencies and limitations when managing them due 
to complex upgrade processes which are defined through hierarchical 
and semantic structures (knowledge representation scheme), from 
instruments such as: 1) The use of controlled vocabularies (e.g. 
Thesauruses), 2) The application of a domain of specific use (e.g. 
Ontologies), and 3) The application of a knowledge domain for free 
use (DBpedia).

Despite the fact that most repositories include knowledge 
classification systems (for example, ontologies, thesauri) to help 
manage the content by experts and creators of a digital repository, the 
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lack of effective mechanisms restricts users to locate digital resources 
according to their search criteria. The success of the location of digital 
resources depends heavily on the quality with which the metadata is 
designed [48]. This factor is essential to obtain relevant search results 
from the use of search engines defined in a repository [49, 50]. On the 
other hand, the quality of metadata is important for improving indexing 
strategies of learning objects stored in them [16, 40, 51]. Therefore, the 
omission of metadata negatively affects search results based on search 
criteria defined -for example- in a specific knowledge area.

The quality of the content is an indicator that allows evaluating 
digital resources. On this work scenario, there are several studies that 
refer to the design of methods to evaluate the quality of digital resources 
[52, 53, 54] as well as the quality of existing content in digital resource 
collections [51, 52]. Based on these methods, a series of assessment 
criteria are defined to carry out quality assessments of metadata on a 
collection of digital resources.

VI. Conclusions and Considerations

In general, and according to the analysis of this study, it is considered 
that the development of graphical interfaces associated with knowledge 
representation schemes indicate that repository creators should focus 
their efforts on: i) define levels of relationship and partnership between 
digital resources by using knowledge representation structures that 
support taxonomies (thesauri or ontologies); ii) work with user-friendly 
interfaces: (tree, radial or icicle) that support the use of navigation routes 
to identify the level of classification within the taxonomic structure, 
depending on the levels of hierarchy or depth provided by a repository; 
iii) link relevant metadata fields (fields for classifying resources) with 
the navigation structure to facilitate scanning processes by categories 
or knowledge areas as this offers users the possibility to have a more 
significant and effective alternative to a collection of digital resources; 
iv) have visual integration into the taxonomic structure and in the 
number of digital resources available in each category, in a proportional 
way. Since the thematic coverage is a factor that significantly improves 
access to a collection of digital resources, this becomes an important 
circumstance as long as the displayed results are visually appealing for 
the participant. 

Undoubtedly, digital repositories must work hand in hand with 
strategies to facilitate the interoperability and reuse of digital resources 
based on semantic enrichment determined in their metadata. However, 
greater efforts should be exerted to facilitate access to large collections 
of digital resources by raising strategies for the management and 
maintenance of digital resources based on good design and development 
practices. Some of the most representative recommendations 
associated with the area of digital repositories are presented below: 1) 
Metadata quality management: Understood as those policy decisions 
which should be taken into consideration for the management and 
administration of the quality metadata so as to enhance the conditions 
of precision in its definition in order to improve relevant search results 
of digital resources. 2) Linking metadata fields associated by theme: It 
is important to define strategies by implementing metadata to facilitate 
the search for digital resources from a subject or knowledge area. This 
activity can be performed by LOM metadata defined as “classification” 
and “relation”. This metadata provides a classification by areas or 
themes, something which could facilitate search results of digital 
resources according to a specific area of knowledge in order to simplify 
access to a collection of digital resources. 3) Knowledge representation 
scheme: Which means selecting a knowledge representation scheme 
with at least the following features: a) Taxonomic hierarchy: A basic 
definition of taxonomic hierarchy in order to facilitate the classification 
and use of the visualization technique. b) Hierarchical relationship and 
partnership: It is important to establish a partnership relationship or 

hierarchy within the structures of the established taxonomic structure 
to facilitate linking related terms (generic or specific) to the search 
process. c) Enriched vocabulary management: Providing expression 
capacity within the determined relationships from complementary 
terms that could provide search alternatives based on synonyms, 
non-preferred terms, etc. d) Defining search criteria: Depending on 
strategies of use given in the repository, it is essential to determine 
search criteria by defining metadata based on themes or knowledge 
areas to facilitate the exploration and interaction of users on a collection 
of digital resources. Similarly, it is crucial to integrate defined criteria 
given by the educational environment, such as profile users, language 
and types of digital resources, etc. 
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